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Class 12
Spectra and the structure of atoms

 Blackbody spectra and Wien’s law

 Emission and absorption lines

 Structure of atoms and the Bohr model

I : Blackbody spectra

 Definition : The spectrum of an object is the
distribution of its observed electromagnetic
radiation as a function of wavelength or
frequency

 Particularly important example… A blackbody
spectrum is that emitted from an idealized
dense object in “thermal equilibrium”

h=6.626x10-34 J/s
kB=1.38x10-23 J/K
c=speed of light
T=temperature

You don’t have to
memorize this!
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Actual spectrum of the Sun compared to a black body
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 Properties of blackbody radiation…
 The spectrum peaks at

 The total power emitted per unit surface
area of the emitting body is given by finding
the area under the blackbody curve…
answer is

Wien’s law

Stephan-Boltzmann
Law

σ =5.67X10-8 W/m2/K4 (Stephan-Boltzmann constant)

II : Emission and absorption
line spectra
 A blackbody spectrum is an example of a

continuum spectrum… it is smooth as a
function of wavelength

 Line spectra:
 An absorption line is a sharp dip in a (continuum)

spectrum
 An emission line is a sharp spike in a spectrum
 Both phenomena are caused by the interaction of

photons with atoms… each atoms imprints a distinct
set of lines in a spectrum

 The precise pattern of emission/absorption lines tells
you about the mix of elements as well as
temperature and density
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Solar spectrum…
lots of absorption
lines
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 Kirchhoffs laws:
 A solid, liquid or dense gas produces a

continuous (blackbody) spectrum
 A tenuous gas seen against a hot glowing

background produces an absorption line
spectrum

 A tenous gas seen against a cool dark
background produces an emission line
spectrum
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III : Spectroscopy and the
structure of atoms

 Emission and absorption lines are closely tied
to the internal structure of an atom…

 Recall the basics of atomic structure…
 Most of mass concentrated in the nucleus which is

composed of protons (+) and neutrons (neutral)
 Surrounding nucleus is cloud of electrons (-)
 Number of protons in the nucleus (atomic number)

determines which element this is.
 Protons and electrons have charges of equal size but

opposite signs… if atom is neutral, then it has the
same number of electrons as protons
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 Electron shells…
 Due to laws of quantum mechanics, only

certain specific electron orbits are allowed
(not like planets orbiting Sun!)

 This specific orbits are called shells
 Each electron shell has a specific energy
 Emission lines result when an electron

“falls” from a higher-energy shell to a
lower-energy shell

 Absorption lines result when an electron
absorbs a photon whose energy “kicks” it
into a higher-energy shell
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 Detailed calculation of the energy-levels is
difficult (involving quantum calculations)

 Things are simpler for hydrogen… only have to
worry about one electron orbiting one proton
 Full calculation is still complicated even for hydrogen
 There is a powerful and fairly simple argument by

Bohr which gives approximately the correct answer
 Bohr showed that emission/absorption lines of

hydrogen will be described by the formula

 R=1.097x107 m-1

 n1 and n2 are positive integers (1,2,3…) that label
the two electron shells involves

Bohr’s
formula

 Derivation of this formula (on board) involves
three crucial pieces…
 Equating the electric force between the electron and

the proton with the centripetal acceleration of the
orbiting electron

 The assertion (due to de Broglie) that the electron
has a wave-like nature with wavelength

 The realization that there must be an integer number
of wavelengths around the orbit of the electron (like
plucking a circular string).
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